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THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS is the #1 text for this course -- setting the
standard by delivering comprehensive, authoritative, and cutting-edge coverage in an
interesting and accessible format. Its recipe for success includes the same black letter
law flavor as its market-leading counterpart, BUSINESS LAW by Clarkson, Miller, and
Cross, but with a specific focus on current topics such as ethics, government regulation,
and administrative law. The cases, content, and features of the exciting new Eighth
Edition have been thoroughly updated to represent the latest developments in the
business law environment. An excellent assortment of included cases ranges from
precedent-setting landmarks to important recent decisions, and ethical, global, and
corporate themes are integrated throughout. In addition, numerous critical-thinking
exercises challenge students to apply what they've learned to real-world issues, and
the text offers an unmatched range of support materials -- including innovative online
teaching and learning resources. It's no wonder that THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF
BUSINESS is used by more colleges and universities than any other legal environment
text. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Comprehensive summary of the conventions, treaties and agreements administered by
the World Intellectual Property Organization.
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BUSINESS LAW TODAY: STANDARD EDITION, 11E combines the legal credibility,
authoritativeness, and comprehensiveness of a traditional business law book with
strong visual appeal and reader-friendly features. This book's engaging, high-interest
presentation is complemented by the essential detail and information necessary to
completely explain business law topics. BUSINESS LAW TODAY: STANDARD
EDITION offers in a credible business law source that you will want to read. The book
explicitly meets the AACSB curriculum requirements. This edition covers contemporary
topics that impact today’s business world, such as the financial crisis and its impact on
business law, identity theft, immigration law, and diversity issues. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Readers discover the excitement of cutting-edge business law as BUSINESS LAW
TODAY: COMPREHENSIVE, 11E immerses learners in a wide selection of intriguing
new cases and thorough coverage that reflects the latest developments in the field.
This successful edition makes the study of business law appealing and relevant without
sacrificing the legal credibility and comprehensive coverage. Each chapter’s visually
engaging, time-tested learning tools illustrate how law is applied to real-world business
problems. Excerpted cases in the language of the court familiarize readers with legal
language while emphasizing the relevance of case decisions. Readers see how
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landmark cases, statutes, and other laws significantly impact the way businesses today
operate both within the United States and across the globe. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????:?????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
Business Law Today, Standard Edition is an accessible law text with high interest and
exceptional visual appeal. This is a book that professors like, while students appreciate its
thorough, dynamic coverage of traditional business law topics and summarized cases. This
text meets the AACSB curriculum requirements.
??21??????
Comprehensive, authoritative, and student-friendly, longtime market-leader BUSINESS LAW:
TEXT AND CASES delivers an ideal blend of classic "black letter law" and cutting-edge
coverage of contemporary issues and cases. BUSINESS LAW continues to set the standard
for excellence. The text offers a strong student orientation, making the law accessible,
interesting, and relevant. The cases, content, and features of the thirteenth edition have been
thoroughly updated to represent the latest developments in business law. Cases range from
precedent-setting landmarks to important recent decisions. Ethical, global, and corporate
themes are integrated throughout. In addition, numerous critical-thinking exercises challenge
students to apply knowledge to real-world issues. It is no wonder that BUSINESS LAW is used
by more colleges and universities than any other business law text.
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This textbook reviews the fundamentals of dispute resolution, torts and crimes, and
legal protection for intellectual property, before examining law for e-commerce as it
relates to marketing, consumer protection, and privacy issues. Three to six court cases
are presented in each chapter.
This is the Loose-leaf version of the standard text. Please contact your Custom Editor
to order and for additional information.
???PMBOK??(?5?)?????,???PMBOK??(?5?)????,???47????????????????????????,???
??.?????????????,??????,??????,???????.
Comprehensive, authoritative, and student-friendly, longtime market-leader BUSINESS
LAW: TEXT AND CASES delivers an ideal blend of classic black letter law and cuttingedge coverage of contemporary issues and cases. BUSINESS LAW continues to set
the standard for excellence. The text offers a strong student orientation, making the law
accessible, interesting, and relevant. The cases, content, and features of the thirteenth
edition have been thoroughly updated to represent the latest developments in business
law. Cases range from precedent-setting landmarks to important recent decisions.
Ethical, global, and corporate themes are integrated throughout. In addition, numerous
critical-thinking exercises challenge students to apply knowledge to real-world issues. It
is no wonder that BUSINESS LAW is used by more colleges and universities than any
other business law text. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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Gain a clear understanding of business law and how it impacts today's business world whether you're pursuing a corporate career or entrepreneurial opportunities. Miller's
popular BUSINESS LAW TODAY: ESSENTIALS, 13E keeps the study of business law
engaging and relevant while ensuring you understand the most essential aspects of
legal, ethical and corporate issues. This concise edition immerses you in today's legal
action with classic, spotlighted and updated cases as recent as 2020 and extensive
new examples from companies as familiar as Google and Gucci. More than 40 new or
updated learning features highlight high-interest legal topics -- from cybersecurity and
the law online to effective managerial strategies and ethical dilemmas. Visually
compelling pages illustrate the latest legal developments across the globe, in the U.S.
Supreme court and even at state level. MindTap digital resources are available to
further explore how the law is applied to business situations. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Business Law Today, Standard: Text & Summarized CasesCengage Learning
???? ???? ???? ???? ???? ???? ???? ???? ???? ???? ????? ????? ?????
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A market leader used by more colleges and universities than any other business law
text, West's Business Law continues to set the standard for making classic black letter
law accessible, interesting, and relevant to business students. This Tenth Edition
refines and builds upon traditions established when the book was first introduced:
authoritative content blended with cutting-edge coverage of contemporary topics and
cases and an unmatched selection of innovative, high-quality support materials.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Interesting, clear, and applied, BUSINESS LAW TODAY: THE ESSENTIALS is your concise
guide to the law and what it means in the business world--from contracts and secured
transactions to warranties and government regulations. Easy to understand with an engaging
writing style that is matched by vibrant visuals, BUSINESS LAW TODAY includes coverage of
contemporary topics that impact not only the business world, but your life such as identity theft.
Fascinating features and intriguing cases highlight the material's practicality. The text's
companion website includes resources to help you study, such as sample answers to selected
end-of-chapter business scenarios and case problems (one per chapter) ; Internet exercises;
and interactive quizzes for every chapter. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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